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The Boundaries of Western Power

The Colonial Cotton Economy in India and the
Problem of Quality
Christof Dejung

Between December I9II and January I9I2, Arno Schmidt Pearse, the
secretary of the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners and
Manufacturers, visited India to gather firsthand information on cotton
cultivation and trade on the subcontinent. In his report, he revealed shock
at certain practices he had enconntered. 'In India, many fraudulent customs are common in the handling of cotton, probably more than in any
other country', he Wrote. He had found evidence that seeds of different cotton types were mixed before sowing, rendering more difficult the
growth of high-quality long-stapled cotton varieties. Furthermore, he had
observed that Indian cotton was regularly watered in certain regions to
raise its weight and that cotton bales were often tampered with by enclosing dirt, stones, cotton waste or lower qUality cotton in them. It was evident 'that every spinner who receives such cotton sustains a heavy loss' .I
How could it be that Indian cotton was still being offered in such a
deplorable state on the world market at the beginning of the twentieth
century, more than five decades after the onset of direct British rule on
the subcontinent? Why were the British not able to counter practices so
obviously damaging for Western industry? What role did quality play in
the cotton industry, and how did attributes of a certain kind of cotton
for instance, the length of the staple - influence the geographical reach of
r Arno Schmidt Pearse, Baumwollk:ultur in Indien. Bericbtuber Reise nach Indien, Dezembel' I9xr-j4mtllr I,9I2., hg. vom Internationalen Verband der Baumwoll-Spinner- undf.
Weber-Vereinigungen (no place or year), 34 and
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~.._".~co on which it couId be traded? This chapter addresses these questions, which lead to related questions of imperial rule and indigenous
agency; of the differing agendas maintained by colonial bureaucrats,
European merchant houses and Indian traders and peasants; and of
the development-of non-European industries in colonial times. I argue
that, although the nineteenth- and twentieth-century global economy was
unquestionably dominated by expanding European political and economic power, global economic relations were nonetheless shaped even
then by local conditions and power structures.
Thus this chapter focuses on processes of 'glocalization', as Roland
Robertson has termed such entanglements of local and global structures,
and it investigates Arjun Appadurai's claim that with globalisation the
global often 'did not eliminate the local, but that the local and the global
"cannibalized" each other'." Such effects can be witnessed in the efforts
by European powers to promote dte growth of cotton in their colonial possessions in the second part of the nineteenth century. European
industrialists and governments were particularly motivated to increase
their cotton production by the cotton famine that broke out during the
American Civil War. As Sven Beckert has indicated, the decades after
Appomattox saw a new round of state intervention and an unprecedented commitment of states to secure raw materials and markets for their
domestic cotton industries. However, integration into the global cotton economy of such countries as Egypt, India, Togo and Turkmenistan
required new ways of incorporating indigenous agricultural labour into
world capitalism; because after the end of the Civil War cotton production on plantations by slave labour became unsustainable, it also
called for new ways of managing the relation between peasants and the
land they were cultivating} Such management was far from easy, partly
because ignorance and misjudgment of local economic structures often
handicapped colonial endeavours. In Africa for instance, c~loniaI buying
a!$':;ll~J.t:S sometimes aimed to purchase cotton at fixed prices that were
below local market prices, so that peasants preferred selling their harvest
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to local traders rather than to Europeans. In other cases, African peasants
were denied credit, the argument being that African cultivators were in
no need of capital to cultivate their crop, whereas European settlers were
provided ample advances for their farms. Furthermore, the Europeans
antagonised local populations by forbidding cultivation of foodstuffs and
by
the peasantry to concentrate on cultivating cotton for export.
It 1s no surprise, then, that many colonial cotton projects in sub-Saharan
Africa were less successful than German, French or British officials had
expected. 4
Yet even where colonial powers were successful in raising the volume
of raw cotton exports, as in British India, in part by employing the services of Indian merchant networks and Indian capital, they still had to
worry about achieving the cotton quality demanded by textile industrialists at home. Industrial textile production required not only ever-growing
quantities of cotton fibres but also distinct characteristics, varying widely
UCliJClJlUll.l~ on the country of origin, length of staple, colour and firmness. Whereas Indian and Chinese cotton traditionally had a short staple,
.t1.l1J.CLl<-<lCll, Brazilian and Egyptian cotton had longer fibres, thus being
suited for finer textiles of the sort produced in Lancashire. This was the
reason the British were so eager to introduce long-stapled cotton varieties
to India in the second part of the nineteenth century.s However, as indicated by the earlier cited complaints of Arno Schmidt Pearse and those that
many British officials made in the course of the whole colonial period, the
cultivation of high-quality cotton varieties was much more difficult than
had been imagined in the mid-nineteenth century for two reasons: rural
agriculture's social and economic complexity on the subcontinent and the
consistent aversion of Indian merchants and peasants to the intrusion of
the colonial bureaucracy.
It is clear that establishing an export-oriented colonial cotton economy
had dramatic effects for India. In a seminal study, Laxman Satya has
described how Indian peasants were urged to give up their subsistenceoriented and village-centred production methods and concentrate instead
on cotton cultivation for the world market. As a result, they became
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dependent on global market prices and could easily face starvation if
the market and their revenues declined. 6 Despite this dependence and
European export firms' market power after the 1860s, European control
of the Indian cotton trade was much more restricted and much more
inconsistent than Satya's analysis reveals. For a start, it was always
influenced by the agency of indigenous merchants and peasants. As
Chris Bayly, David Washbrooke and Rajat Kanta Ray have pointed out,
throughout the colonial period Western merchants had to rely on Indian
middlemen to do the spadework for them, because they were dependent on both the close social network of these middlemen and the peasantry and the financial capacity of Indian capitalists to raise agricultural
credits.? Furthermore, European merchants and the colonial bureaucracy
often disagreed about the extent to which the state should interfere with
business. For this reason, establishment of the colonial cotton economy
was a rather complex and ambiguous process, with European traders,
colonial bureaucrats, Indian capitalists and Indian peasants interacting
in various ways, sometimes leading to results unforeseen by the cOlonial
government. To a considerable degree this reality explains why Indian
peasants never produced the long-stapled cotton types required by the
mills in Lancashire, Indian cotton thus being mostly consumed' in mills
on the European continent and, after the 1890S, in India and East Asia.
Thus, when studying India's economic history in the colonial period, we
had best not limit our view to the relationship between India and Britain,
but should also consider that between the subcontinent and other parts
of the world such as continental Europe, China and Japan. 8
This chapter is organised into four sections. The first section shows that
the colonial government's attempts to control the Indian cotton quality
by legal means were hindered by the constant British fear of antagonIndian merchants and peasants on the one hand and a lack of
cooperation from European merchants on the other hand. The second
section describes the changes in the cotton trade after the construction of
the Indian railways and the establishment of telegraphic communication,

developments that allowed European merchants a backward integration
of inland purchase and pushed Indian traders out of -the export trade
to Europe after the r860s. In the third section, I argue that, although
the Europeans gained control over the export trade, they were unable to
interfere with the social and economic microcosm in the Indian hinterland. The fourth section discusses the improvement in cotton quality
made by Indian industrialists after the First World War something the
colonial government had not been able to achieve throughout the nineteenth century. In light of the significant loss of European influence in the
global cotton trade after 1918, I also argue that the interwar years were
less a period of economic deglobalisation than of a de-Europeanization
ofthe global.
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Attempts to Control Cotton Quality on the Subcontinent Through
Colonial Law
In the mid-nineteenth century, Great Britain was considered the 'workhouse of the world', producing about 20 per cent of global manufacturing
output.9 With the textile industry being of paramount importance, 'the
one hundred millions of our capital, and the livelihood of near four millions of our countrymen' depended on the supply of raw cotton, as the
British official James A. Mann remarked in 1860. It was, he continued,
'a matter so serious and of such magnitude, as to make the question one
of the state'. xo Yet at that time, about 80 per cent of all cotton consumed
in the United Kingdom was imported from the United States. Because
of tensious in that country between the North and the cotton-growing
southern states, British industrialists became convinced that Lancashire
should secure other sources for cotton. I I Yet where was such a source to
be found? In Mann's eyes, 'the only manner in which the certainty can be
assured is in the liberal encouragement of the cultivation in our colonies,
and in brief to have as many sources of supply, to guard against a local
failure'. I2
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India was the world's second largest supplier of cotton after the United
States,13 a fact that stimulated the imagination of British officials and
industrialists alike. The annexation of the cotton-producing provinces
of Berar and Nagpur in I853 and the founding of the Cotton Supply
Association in Manchester in I 857 were both driven by the wish to make
India a reliable supplier for Lancashire. "4 Yet realisation of that plan
proved much more difficult than anticipated, with the quality of the fibre,
in particular, turning out to be a permanent nuisance for British officials.
The botanist John Forbes Royle thus lamented that 'the gathering of the
crop is everywhere careless' and that the 'cultivator, who, in many ways,
seems to· combine the independence of the freeman with the indifference of
the slave, is ... little interested in the quality, and seldom in the extension
of his crop'. A further. problem came from indigenous middlemen who
'with perverse ingenuity, seek ..• to change the nature of [their] purchase,
and think ... to add to its value by making additions to its weight'.15
The resulting impurity of Indian cotton and its short staple were the
reasons British spinners preferred the American plant for producing the
fine cloth that was a speciality of Lancashire. I6 Hence if India was to
replace the United States as a cotton supplier, cotton quality had to
improve significantly.
Legislation was one way to achieve this goal: colonial governments
generally used the introduction of European law to alter the economic
conditions of their overseas possessions according to their own interests. 17
The British had tried to implement British commercial law on the subcontinent since the mid-eighteenth century. The first charters of the East
India Company in the Presidency Towns had stipulated that if Hindus
or Muslims were involved in a dispute, their respective laws had to be
considered; British mercantile law could only be applied if all parties
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agreed. I8 What could have been a source of confusion worked rather well
in practice. Right from the start, Indian merchants were willing to use
British courts because they were considered efficient and fair, while at the
same time continuing to rely on traditional indigenous business rules. 19
All in al~ it seems that British mercantile law was not that different from
indigenous trading customs. In 1845, Sir Lawrence Peel, Chief Justice of
Bengal, could thus observe 'that the English law as to contracts ... is so
much in harmony with the Mahomedan and Hindoo laws as to Contracts
that it very rarely happens in our courts ... that any question arises on
the law peculiar to those people in actions on contracts'. This is why the
British decided to abandon the exclusion of certain ethnic groups from
contract law in 1855.:1.0
Yet mercantile law could act as a formal structure only for transactions
between European and wealthy Indian merchants, who were both well
educated and geared to a similar merchant's culture.:l.1"It did not succeed
in regulating business with cultivators or petty traders upcountty and thus
failed to improve the quality of cotton offered for sale in local Indian markets. Whereas commodities such as tea, coffee and indigo were produced
on large plantations whose European owners were in direct' contact with
exporters and thus were unable to risk selling adulterated merchandise,
the cotron trade was much more fragmented."'''' Indian cotton was cultivated by ryots, petty farmers who planted cotton in addition to OL.~er
crops and were never able to gather more than one or two bales on their
land. Because they lacked capital, they had to sell their crops in advance
to local moneylenders who resold them later. The moneylenders, however, were not wealthy enough to do business without obtaining credit
from traders in large inland towns; these inland traders in turn often
acted as agents for wealthy Indian merchants from Bombay and other
coastal cities. Hence until the construction of India's railway system, the
country's cotton crop was transferred from owner to owner after harvest
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until finally arriving at the coast, from where it was shipped to Europe
or China. The ryot who sold his cotton in advance received no reward
for high quality and suffered no penalty for poor: quality. He was simply
obliged to provide a certain quantity of cotton to the moneylender from
whom he had received an advance. The same was true for the other
dealers in the inland trade. And because cotton generally was sold by
weight, each owner was tempted to water it down or mix in dirt, seed
or lower quality cotton. Finally, because all cotton was equally adulterated before reaching the coast, the European or Indian merchants who
exported it to Europe and China had no choice but to accept it. 23
In r829, the British had unsuccessfully tried for the first time to eliminate these practices by legal means; with the manipulations meanwhile
intensifying, they made a new effort after India came under direct colonial
rule. In the r86os, the British introduced the Cotton Fraud Act in Bombay, India's first export harbour for cotton. Yet this law never became
operative, because against the backdrop of the shock of the Mutiny of
r857, the colonial government was anxious not to provoke conflict with
Indian merchants and peasants. In any case the law not only encountered
resistance from Indians but also provoked opposition from the European
mercantile community. The Bombay and Manchester Chambers of Commerce were against it because the Indian government raised a duty on
every bale of cotton the officials examined, thus jeopardising the competitiveness of Indian cotton on the world market. Furthermore, merchants
argued that as long as East Asian and continental European spinners were
willing to purchase the cotton, government interference was not desirable.
For instance, Gaddum & Co., one of the most important cotton exporters
in the country, resisted the governmental order to clean several bales of
cotton in
by claiming that the material's unclean condition posed
no problem because the :firm took it into account by paying a lower price.
Paying a higher price for cleaned cotton had, the firm argued, already
been tested, with the result being 'that although the dirty cotton readily
found a market, we were quite unable to sell the cleaned cotton at a fair
price and had eventually to sell it at a very heavy loss'. 24 In a general

manner the merchants complained that the government was penalising
the wrong party: the ryots and village middlemen responsible for the
adulterations hardly ever were prosecuted, whereas the exporters who
had done nothing wrong were held accountable. 25 For the government,
this opposition from the European mercantile community was quite frustrating. In 1869, an inspector from the Bombay Cotton Department thus
complained about 'the extreme sensitiveness generally exhibited by the
European and Native cotton exporters to our interference with their cotton, which is permitted only on sufferance, not as a matter of right?6 As
a result of the persistent opposition, the Cotton Fraud Act was withdrawn
in 1882. 27
Because governmental regulations had not worked out, both British
officials and European merchants placed their hopes on Bombay business
circles being able to organise a system of quality control on their own.
Such a system had been established in the American COtton trade in the
mid-187oS, after European merchants had complained about adulteration
and contamination of cotton deliveries similar to that occurring in India.
The pressure of European merchants - who had threatened to boycott
deliveries from ports that did not attend to the problem - had been strong
enough for controls to be implemented on every bale of cotton'shipped
from ports in the American South. The American system differed from the
one implemented in India by dispensing with any legislative sanction or
government agency; the bylaws and constitutions of the various American
cotton exchanges had to be consistent solely with the laws of the United
States and the federal state in question. 28 At the same time, measures
were introduced on the authority of the cotton exchanges alone, and the
exchanges also appointed supervisors and levied fees. 29
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There were several reasons why a control system like that in the United
States did not take root on the subcontinent, despite the similarities
between the structure of the cotton trade in the American South and
in India. As in India, many American tenants former slaves freed at the
end of the Civil War and poor white farmers who had migrated from
the East Coast were in' debt to merchants from the country's interior
or local shop owners and thus had to fear dispossession.3° Also as in
India, until the late nineteenth century, trading in the American interior
was characterised bya chain of commission agents who delivered the raw
cotton to Europe and to factories in the industrialised North. It was only
in the I880s that merchant honses such as Alexander Sprunt and Son
initiated commercial relations between the cotton fields and factories by
opening up buying agencies, gins, presses and warehonses in the cotton
districtsY
Despite these parallels, the establishment of an agrarian capitalism
had been successful in the United States, whereas it failed in India, not
least becanse capitalist entrepreneurs did not have to deal with the same
local mercantile structures in America as on the subcontinent. From the
beginning, American cotton was cultivated for consumption on the global
market. The country's plantations were generally bigger than those in
India, which increased the uniformity of the crop and made control easier.
Whereas some Indian cultivators could gather only a half-bale of cotton
on their land annually, the average American farm had an annual harvest
of ten bales, with no farm producing less than three}:!. Furthermore, the
regulations of the American cotton exchanges were much easier to enforce
than those of India's colonial government or the Bombay Chamber of
Commerce. On the subcontinent, cultivators were extremely suspicious
of governmental interference. In addition, language barriers complicated
communication, corruption was widespread, and officials always had to
consider the political situation - as indicated, they could not afford to
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antagonise the indigenous mercantile community. Whereas the cotton
economy on the subcontinent suffered from the lack of a basic social
consensns within the colonial framework,33 in the second part of the
nineteenth century the needs of American cotton merchants and spinners
were sustained by a general transformation of the United States into a
capitalist economy.
The Realigmnent of the Indian Cotton Trade after the I860s
Although colonial legislation did not have the desired effect on the Indian
cotton trade, the acceleration of transport and communications fundamentally altered both the inland and export trade after the I 8 60S. With
the outbreak of the American Civil War and the disruption of cotton deliveries from the southern states, the British government, working together
with British capitalists, moved to import cotton gins and presses and
build roads and railway lines to make India a steady supplier of cotton
to Lancashire.34 Stimulated by high cotton prices during the Civil War,
cotton production on the subcontinent had begun to boom. Although
prices went back to their regular level at the war's end, cotton production continued to expand after I865. Overall, production increased
on the subcontinent from 226 million pounds annually in the I850S to
920 million pounds in the decade after I9IO}5
The economic integration at work between various countries from the
I850S onward has been often described as the first wave of globalisation,
and hence a precursor of a development that would characterise the late
twentieth century. Approached from this perspective, the efforts of the
British colonial government in India seem double-edged: on the one hand,
they were dearly aimed at reducing American cotton imports and securing
cotton production within the empire, a process that would have interfered
with the Atlantic cotton trade, one of the most important sectors of
international trade at that time. They can thus be regarded as an act of
imperial mercantilism standing in stark contrast to the ideology of free
trade then prevailing in Britain. On the other hand, the British efforts
Jilrgen Osterhammel, 'Symbolpolitik und imperiale Integration. Das britische Empire im
I9: und 20. ]ahrhundert', in Bernhard Giesen, Jilrgen Osterhammel and Rudolf Schlag!
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integrated ever more producing areas on the subcontinent into the world
market and were thus indeed a significant aspect of the unfolding of global
capitalism.
In any case, the establishment of a colonial cotton economy fundamentally altered the structure of the Indian cotton trade. Until the late
I86os, the major part ofthat business was controlled by indigenous merchants, who not only organised the inland trade from the cotton-growing
areas to the coast but were also responsible for half of the cotton transports to Liverpool, which before the opening of the Suez Canal was the
only significant European inlet for Indian raw cotton. The vast majority
of these e:xports were organised on consignment. Because most European
merchant houses established in India were not wealthy enough to export
on their own account, they had to rely on advances from European spinners or from wealthy Indian merchants acting as guarantee brokersY;
The construction of the Indian railway network allowed European
exporters to bypass the indigenous merchants who until then had transported the merchandise to the coast. After the opening of the first line
between Bombay and Thana in I853, the network grew rapidly. In the
I88os, it already covered IO,OOO miles and connected not only all major
towns on the subcontinent but also the upcountry cotton districts with the
harbour cities on the coast}7 From that point on, European merchants
were able to come into direct contact with dealers in those districts, something they had tried to do since the early I800s but had failed at because
of poor transport conditions and the difficulty of providing inland agents
with adequate sums of ready cash.3 8 In addition to ,benefitting from an
increasing number of buying agencies in that region, in the second half of
the I860s European trading firms began to build up ginning and pressing
factories for preparing the raw cotton for transport to Europe.
By the late I8oos, large European merchant houses had gained overall
control of the greatest part of the commodity chain, involving purchase
of the raw material, ginning and pressing, and export.3 9 The opening
36
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of upcountry buying agencies in India gave them more direct access to
producers. The establishment of certain standardised types of cotton in
the I870S - classified according to colour, length of staple and firmness
transformed the business, bringing Indian cotton standards into line with
one of the most important set of standards in the global trade, that used
on the Liverpool cotton exchange. Negotiations between merchants and
spinners could now be based on some common understanding about the
quality of the goods on sale. 4°
The establishment of telegraph communication between Europe and
India in 1865 further promoted a commercial realignment, leading to the
introduction of firm offers in place of consignments. This communication advance enabled European spinners to know which cotton qualities were on the market and at what price they were being offered by
the various trading companies. Offers for consignment were increasingly
difficult to obtain, because, as a former employee cif the Swiss trading company Volkart Bros. put it in his memoirs, 'Why, indeed, should
intending buyers bind their hands by giving orders of which they could
not foresee whether they would prove workable or not, when they could
make sure of having the goods they were in need of by accepting the
most tempting of the firm offers laid before them'?41 Both the introduction of such price lists and the drawing up of contracts by telegraph
also had an impact on how the cotton trade was financed. Purchasers
no longer had to grant advances, as they had done in on-consignment
trade until the I 860s; rather, they paid when their merchandise arrived in
Europe. However, after the early I870S, because of the ever-rising volume
of raw cotton shipped from Indian ports, credit from Indian guarantee
brokers was no longer adequate for financing cotton exports. To counter
the strain on liquidity, European exporters from then on had to rely
on credit from European commercial and merchant banks, which were
much better prepared to finance shipments of such quantities on a global
scale. 4 2The decades after I850 saw a drastic rise in cotton exports, with the
technological innovations of the IS 60S reducing price differences between
Commercial Networks in Modern Asia (Richmond, 2-00X), 205-08; Rajat Kanta Ray,
'The Bazaar: Changing Structuxal Characteristics of the Indigenous Section of the Indian
Economy before and after the Great Depression', Indian Economic and Social History
Review 25 (X988), 286.
4° Calculationstabellen GebrUder Volkart Win:te:rthur (Wmterthur, I873), I4.
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India and Europe. Economies of scale thus became increasingly important in the cotton trade. Consequently, a rapid consolidation process took
place in the I870S. Small and medium-sized exporters were pushed aside,
while the more successful traders emerged as multinational firms with
huge turnover and with agencies in both the producing areas and spinning districts of the industrialised nations. By the late nineteenth century,
the leading export houses such as Volkart and the Anglo-Greek Ralli
Bros. shipped between 50,000 and IOO,OOO bales of cotton annually,
representing about IO per cent of all cotton exports from the subcontinent to .Europe.43 To counter the ever-present danger of price fluctuations that could easily bankrupt the firms because of their huge turnover,
European merchants began to hedge their transactions at the Liverpool
cotton exchanges. Standardised cotton types were indispensable for such
operations on the futures markets, which remain only possible when the
goods traded are fungible - that is, when a merchant requires goods
of a certain specified quality regardless of origin, rather than specific
goods. 44
The realignment of the Indian cotton trade shifted the balance between
Indian and European merchants. Whereas Indian merchants had accounted for a substantial share of cotton exports to China and Europe and had
extended credit to both European and Indian exporters, they were unable
to follow the changes in export trade after the I860s. Unlike Westernand, after the turn of the century, Japanese - trading firms, they lacked the
resources to' invest in the establishment of buying agencies, ginning and
pressing factories, and warehouses in the country's interior. They found
it much more difficult than the Europeans to hedge their transactions at
the European cotton exchanges and obtain credit from European banks.
European merchants could raise metropolitan capital at a cheap~r rate
than Indian traders, offering an advantage in financing exports. Using
such resources to establish greater control m,.er the commodity chain and
exploiting the institutional innovations of modem finance, European and
Japanese traders took a dominant position in the Indian cotton trade
starting in the early twentieth century. Indian merchants had to look
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for different opportunities to invest their capital, which they found, for
example, in industrial production or in granting credit for domestic trade
and agricultural production. 45
The Failure of Colonial Hopes
As indicated, making India a steady supplier of cotton for the Lancashire
mills was one of the main reasons why the British government and British
capitalists built railways, telegraph lines and roads on the subcontinent.
In the eyes of many Westerners, this infrastructure development was not
an act of economic exploitation but a step to modernise the country and
a prerequisite for its industrial development.46 However, the colonial
situation in India and the scarcity there of capital rendered the establishment of what Europeans would have considered a suitable cotton market
very difficult. Whereas they were able to control the many thousands of
miles linking various gathering places mandis - in the Indian interior
and the spinning factories in Europe, they were completely incapable of
controlling the first ten to twenty miles of the commodity chain between
the cotton fields and the mandis, something they had not expected when
setting out to open South Asia for business. The extent of their illusions
is illustrated in an I848 observation by John Chapman, promoter of the
Great Indian Peninsular Railway, to the effect that many British merchants considered the railways of India 'nothing more than an extension
of their own line from Manchester to Liverpool'. 47
When it came to the cotton trade, the British were convinced that
installation of a modem infrastructure wonld lead to the elimination
of the middlemen who had made business so troublesome and hence
to the emergence of an efficient market. Initially, this seemed to happen: for example, the British trading firm of W. Nichol & Co. informed
C. F. Forbes, the colonial cotton commissioner, in I868 that due to the
construction of a railway line to Bombay, the quality of cotton from
Berar had improved significandy. The company was convinced that the
same development would take place in Dharwar, <Were they blessed with
Railway communication with the Coast.... The Ryots would be brought
45
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into direct communication with the agent of the Bombay purchasers,
and would speedily see that it was to his advantage to bring his COttOIl
to market well cleaned and of good quality'.4 8 Several years later, J. K.
Bythell, chairman of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, was pleased to
note that in the cotton markets of Kangaum and Oomrawutnee, <every
morning during the season ... a very large number of the ryots bargain
directly with the European buyer and discuss as keenly and acutely as
anyone the latest news from Liverpool as given by Reuters daily in these
markets'.49
However, it was not long before these high hopes proved to be wishful
thinking. Throughout the colonial period, European trading firms had
rarely purchased directly from cultivators in the cotton districts but continued to rely on local intermediaries. 50 Many of these were petty traders
or moderately wealthy peasants· who borrowed money from Indian merchants to act as sowkars (rural moneylenders) and give loans to the ryots.
Initially, European exporters tried to circumvent the moneylenders and
purchase directly from the peasants. However, from their strong position
in the villages, the sowkars could counter these efforts with a strategy
of noncooperation,5l a strategy that eventually forced the Europeans to
cooperate with them. The Europeans gained from using moneylenders in
several ways: first the sawkars were better placed than they were to assess
the solvency of the ryots, and they were in a much better position to collect debts)" Second, no European merchant had the capital necessary for
offering advances to thousands of cotton planters. The notion, suggested by several historians, that Western exporters provided the credit for
agricultural production in India is thus inaccurate. 53 Merchant houses
established in India, such as Volkart, Ralli and - after the tum of the
century - the Japanese trading firm Toyo Menkwa, only paid for inland
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cotton deliveries at the moment of arrival in the ginning factories; longterm advances to the peasants came solely from sowkars.54 In this way the
colonial cotton economy depended to a considerable extent on cooperation between merchants from Europe and India, enabling the European
trading firms to purchase the crop within the country. European merchants avoided giving risky advances to the peasants and instead relied
on the intermediary role of the Indian mercantile community to connect
the rural Indian economy with the world market controlled by European
trading firms. 55
However, the strong position of the sawkars did pose fundamental
problems for the colonial cotton economy as a whole. Afte~ the roidnineteenth century, Indian agriculture began to lose its self-sustaining
character. Both moneylenders and colonial bureaucrats urged cultivators, who traditionally worked to meet the needs of the local rural economy, to grow cotton for the world market. Moneylenders were eager
to provide agricultural credit to peasants, to be repaid with excessive
interest; colonial bureaucrats were interested in augmenting cotton production on the subcontinent and receiving real estate taxes, which the
peasants had to pay after the introduction of colonial land reforms.
The establishment of an export-oriented agricultural system altered the
relation between peasants and rural moneylenders in a basic way. The
sowkars had provided agricultural credits for many centuries. However,
in the precolonial period and also in the princely states during colonial
times - the authorities had introduced checks to prevent their profiteering,
oblige them to sustain peasant families when they ran out of food, and
provide seed-grain for the next harvest. As David Hardiman has indicated, the colonial cotton economy, based on free-market ideology, severed
such social ties, which had stabilised the relation between creditors and
agricultural labour in the rural areas, thereby destroying the 'moral economy' of the villages. As a consequence, during periods of scarcity grain
riots became a far more likely possibility in areas under direct British rule
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than they had been in the past and were more frequent than in the princely
states. 56
Throughout the colonial period, British officials lamented the indebtedness of the peasants, who were, according to a British 0 bserver from I 8 6
I,
'little better then slaves to the money lending class'. 57 Yet in condemning
the sowkars for their purported extortion, the British failed to grasp the
deeper causes of the problem, especially the fact that the colonial state was
unable to provide any alternative system of agricultural credit and had to
rely on the funds of indigenous merchants to finance cotton cultivation.
The idea of India as a paradise for indigenous middlemen; whose chokehold on the peasants was responsible for the poor state of Indian cotton,
thus represents a Western projection, as Neil Charlesworth has argued.
That idea fails to take account of the considerable risks the sowkars had
to take on, such as the permanent risk of a bad harvest due to the failure
of the monsoon or the risk of price fluctuations on the world market.5 8
Consequently, it is unlikely that the rural moneylenders could make substantial profits in contrast to those taken in by European merchant
firms and a thin layer of upper-class Indian merchants}9 The colonia
l
state also contributed to the. situation by introducing colonial courts that
<could be used by the sowkars to keep the illiterate peasants in check.
Although the moneylenders hardly ever brought an insolvent cultivator
to court because theyain led for control of agricultUral production and
not for possession of their property, the threat of a trial was certainly an
intimidating factor. Go
Another example of how the British altered the rural microcosm in
ways they had not foreseen involves the introduction of land rights; that
is, the provision of land-title deeds to the peasants. Even when given these
deeds, however, the peasants were not considered outright owners, but
rather tenants of the state who could be ousted from their holdings
if
they failed to pay their land tax. This was a radical departure from the
previous system, in which the state was not considered to have any general
right to dispossess peasant proprietors. 6r The new system brought about
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an additional change in the relation between peasants and sawkars. The
peasants had to take out credit to pay their land taxes, in addition to l~ans
for seed and agricultural equipment. They obtained the needed credit by
their crop to the sawkars in advance at a fixed price, often even
before it was sown. For their loans, the moneylenders demanded interest
rates starting at more than 30 per cent a year. If the cultivators failed
to deliver the stipulated amount of cotton after harvest - which was not
unlikely because of the perpetual menace of drought - they had to take
out another loan, which of course reinforced their dependency on the
sawkars. As a result the vast majority of cultivators were deeply in debt,
with moneylenders controlling up to 80 per cent of the cotton crop in the
~~es~
.
The permanent indebtedness of the cultivators was the mam
reason the
quality of Indian cotton remained low despite the colonial government's
efforts. The cultivators had no reaSon to reap cotton carefully, because
the crop was already in the possession of the moneylenders. Often it was
left on the ground for several days before being gathered. In contra.s
t,
the grain still in possession of the peasants was always harvested WIth
care. G3
The British were unsuccessful in other respects as well. They failed
in their introduction of new cotton varieties into India that were particularly suited for the requirements of Lancashire. After the I860s,
for instance, the colonial government aimed to promote the growth of
Dharwa r American, a long-stapled type of cotton; however, it neglecte
d
the fact that in the Indian climate, traditional cotton types had the advantages of growing faster and being easier to gather, thus producing ~gh.er
yields, so that the new variety could
higher profits, desplte Its
higher value. In addition, the seeds of American Dharwa r were constan~y
being mixed with the Indian cotton
called kumpta. In part this
occurred by neglect; in part it was a deliberate process because
the mixed seeds could be sold as American Dharwar and thereby obtain
a
than the Indian varieties. Finally, none of the economic
actors involved in the Indian cotton trade neither European merchants
nor Indian traders and peasants - understood why they should bother to
adopt new cotton varieties when the traditional short-stapled types were
finding an ever-growing demand outside the country.
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The End of European Dominance after the Turn of the Century
Because the British were not able to control the social and commercial
realities in the Indian hinterland, India never became the source of raw
rrutterial for Lancashire mills that the colonial bureaucrats had envisioned.
Soon after the end of .the American Civil War, British spinners were
again using American cotton in their factories_ 64 All told, only 3 per cent
of cotton exports from India went to Great Britain at the end of the
nineteenth century.65 Although British administrators still lamented the
poor quality of Indian cotton,66 this became less and less an urgent issue
for the· government. By the century's turn, the textile industry was
no
longer a leading sector in the British economy because of the development
of businesses tied to the 'Second Industrial Revolution' such as machin
e
production and the manufacture of chemicals. India was still importa
nt
as an outlet for British manufactured goods, but no longer as a cottonproducing area. For its part, Indian cotton was increasingly aligned with
industrial powers outside the British Empire. Since the I8S0S, it had
found a good market on the European continent, but after the I890S
it
was increasingly consumed.in Japan. In addition, China had represented
an importa nt market for Indian cotton since precolonial times, and
in
the late nineteenth century that market was augmented by the newly
established Chinese· textile industry. The fabric was attractive to both
China and Japan because it was significantly cheaper than its Americ
an
equivalent; furthermore, continental and East Asian mill$ had installed
machinery particularly well suited for the use of Indian cotton. 67
The onset of Asian industrialisation and the development of a proper
textile industry at the end of the nineteenth century had a huge impact
on the Indian cotton trade. The number of spindles in Japanese cotton
mills, for instance, increased from 76,000 in r8S7 to more than 970,00
0
in r897.68 Because Indian cotton had, as indicated, become very popular
in Japan, most of the raw fabric went to that country rather than Europe
after I 897. 69 For European merchants, exporting to Japan was extreme
ly
troublesome, in part because of protectionist measures imposed at the
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end of the nineteenth century, which for instance encouraged Japanes
e
spinners to use only Japanese vessels for cotton.shipm~nts. Furthermore,
Japanese cotton trading firms were part of h~ge 1O~~s~Ial conglomerates,
the so-called zaibatsu, which owned indUstrIal facilitIes, banks and trading houses. Because cotton trading firms and mills belonged to the same
corporate group, Japanese traders could offer conditions to the country
's
mills with which the Europeans could not compete. As a result, the three
largest Japanese trading houses - Toyo Menkwa, Ni~po~ Me~a .and
Gosho which had established their own buying orgarusatlOns 10 Indla
at
the ~ of the century - were responsible for 80 per cent of all imports
of
raw cotton into Japan.?o In China as well, the Europeans had to leave the
majority of cotton imports to Japanese firms, not least of all because the
Chinese textile industry was largely in Japanese hands'? ' The Japanes
e
put European cotton merchants under pressur:e not ~nly ~ East Asia but
also on their home turf by opening branches 10 India, AfrIca, the Americas and Europe.?" As a consequence, Japanese traders controlled about
15 per cent of Indian cotton exports to ~urope at the ,end of the
I9 :z.os.
In r9~0 a British observer thus warned 10 the Journal of the Royal Statistical S~ciety, 'If Lancashire does not look out she will soon have to
buy
her Indian cotton from Japanese firms'.73
The first three decades of the twentieth century also saw a growth of
textile production within India. As a result, consump~o.n of Indi~ cotton
increased from r.8 million bales in 1923-2 4 to 2.7 million bales 10 I93536 .?4 All these developments naturally affected the direction of the ~dian
cotton trade. Whereas in I908 more than 30 per cent of cotton delivere
d
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from the Indian interior to Bombay was exponed to continental
the figure had dwindled to 15 per cent by 1926. In contrast, 50 per cent
o~ all cotton from Bombay then went to Japan and 10 per cent to China,
Wlth roughly 25 per cent being consumed in Indian mills. Exports to Great
Britain hardly ever surpassed 5 per cent.75 In addition, the mills in India
China and Japan began: to produce increasingly fine-quality cloth fo;
which the traditionally shon-stapled Indian cotton was not suited. Asian
"I-"''-L'',,-,,-,, thus purchased ever greater quantities of long-stapled cotton
from Egypt and the United States.7 6 Most of these imports were under
the auspices of non-European merchants, with American cotton traders
such as Anderson Clayton and McFadden opening selling agencies not
only in Europe but also in China and Japan after the end of the First
World WarP In turn~ Japanese trading houses such as Toyo Menkwa
and Nippon Menkwa opened agencies in the United States to export
American cotton to East Asia during the interwar years.78
At the same time, European trading firms such as Volkart and Ralli
that until then had confined their operations to the trade benveen Europe
a~d the subcontinent were beginning to expand their activities globally.
Volkan, for example, opened up new subsidiaries in China, Japan and
the United States in the I920S, becoming one of the main importers of
American cotton to Asia after 1930.79 Many of these trading firms had
to trim back their organisation after the fall of raw material prices on the
global markets after 1924 and particularly after the beginning of the Great
Depression. The price for raw cotton dwindled to one quarter of its value
between 19 24 and 1932.80 After huge losses in I93I, Ralli, for many
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decades one of the most important cotton exporters from the subcontinent, had to abandon its Indian cotton-purchasing agencies. 81 Nevertheless
the fact that many trading firms were extending their operations onto a
global scale only after I9I8 and that non-European merchant houses
were successfully competing with European merchant houses in world
trade can be taken as an indicator that, at least for the international cotton trade, the interwar years were not a period of simple de-globalization,
as often argued in the scholarly literature, but rather one of something
like de-Europeanization of global trade.
The dwindling influence of the Europeans in Asia and the advance of
the Indian textile industry not only altered the structure of the Indian cotton trade but also led to an improvement in the quality of Indian cotton,
something the colonial government had fruitlessly worked towards for
many decades. An expression of the increasing demand for Indian selfrule after the First World War, the Government of India Act of 1919
transferred several administrative realms to indigenous control; these
included the realm of agriculture. In 1921, the Indian, Central Cotton
Committee was founded in Bombay to improve cotton production and
better control trade on the subcontinent. 82 The committee was not a
colonial government institution but part of the mercantile community,
with Indian merchants and industrialists playing an important role in
its operation. In the I920S, it introduced new laws prohibiting cotton
transports from one Indian state to another (these usually served the sole
purpose of mixing fibres of diHerent qualities), and it obliged gins and
presses to mark all bales, rendering them traceable to the factory if adulterationS were found. 83 Further attempts to improve cotton quality were
made by agricultural cooperatives - meant to give peasants better control
over their crops and especially to make them less dependent on credit
from moneylenders - supported by interest-free government loans. 84
Finally, irrigation was improved in Panjab and Sind, which allowed the
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production of long-stapled American cotton in these regions. Whereas
until the 19 2 os, the British had tended to research measures for improving cotton quality isolated from the subcontinent's social and economic
reality, the Cen~al Cotton Committee examined the cotton question in
India as a whole. It not only aimed to legally prevent practices such as
damping, mixing and adulteration but also tackled commercial questions,
because the problem of securing the cultivator a proper price for cotton
was closely connected to the enhancement of quality. 85
The combination of the committee's measures resulted in significant
quality improvement after 19 3o. In 19 26, only 6 per cent of Indian cotton
had a staple allowing production of fine-quality cloth; in 193 2 the share
of long-stapled cotton had increased to 18 per cent. 86 A crucial factor in
this success lay in the advance of the Indian textile industry, as purchasers
of Indian cotton no longer came from Europe or East Asia alone but were
also based in the subcontinent itself. Indian spinners had a vital interest
in the purchase of good quality cotton for finer cloth and could exert
their authority in the local mercantile community.87 During the interwar
years they became very successful in producing such cloth by using longstaple India-grown Cambodia cotton, thus even beginning to supersede
-their Manchester competitors in the Indian market. 88 It is an ironic twist
that it was precisely Indian merchants displaced from the export trade by
European firms who at the end of the nineteenth century began to invest
in industrial production, in this way becoming the founders of Indian
industrialisation. 89
Conclusion
Although the global economy of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was dominated by European states and economic bodies such as
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merchant banks, commodity exchanges and multinational trading firms,
in order to understand the complex social relations shaping economic
transactions, it is crucial to examine the limits of Western power. The
colonial cotton economy on the Indian subcontinent was shaped by many
actors, each having a distinct agenda and operating within a different geographical range. The colonial bureaucracy's plan to organise the Indian
cotton through legal regulation and introduce new varieties of cotton
suitable for use in Lancashire was doomed not only by the resistance of
Indian peasants and merchants and the lack of a social consensus in the
colonial situation but also by the objections of European merchants to
governmental intrusion. Although they relied to a large extent on formal
institutions and on the political stability realised by the colonial state,
their business interests were not entirely congruent with it. Whereas the
state aimed at making India a supplier for the British textile industry,
the merchants had no problem with shipping Indian cotton to Germany,
France, Belgium, China and Japan, as the local spinning mills in these
countries were eager to purchase cotton from the subcontinent. After the
First World War, the Asian textile industry not only began to compete
with textile imports from Manchester but Indian businessmen were also
able to establish formal institutions and an economic infrastructure allowing an improvement in Indian cotton quality - something the colonial
government had itself not been able to achieve. Furthermore, Japanese
and American merchant houses began to compete with European trading
firms, which is why European business suffered a remarkable diminution
of importance in the global cotton trade after I9I8. Hence when considering the economic relations of a colonial possession such as British
India, restricting the analysis to colony and metropole would be too narrow. Not only were these relations always shaped by local structures and
the agency of those who were colonised but they were also influenced by
developments outside the borders of imperial power; consequently, they
always had global scope.

